In this work, we introduce the classical orthogonal polynomials in two variables as the solutions of a matrix second order partial differential equation involving matrix polynomial coefficients, the usual gradient operator, and the divergence operator. Here we show that the successive gradients of these polynomials also satisfy a matrix second order partial differential equation closely related to the first one.
Introduction
This work deals with differential properties of classical orthogonal polynomials in two variables and is the continuation of three recent papers of the authors (see [3] [4] [5] ).
The more innovative approach to orthogonal polynomials in several variables is separately due to Kowalski (see [10, 11] ), and Xu (see [17] ). They focus on the multivariate analogue of the three-term recurrence relation satisfied by one variable orthogonal polynomials. In the multivariate case, they introduce a vector polynomial to represent the multivariate orthogonal polynomials of the same total degree and thus, the coefficients in the three-term recurrence relation are matrices.
In order to study differential properties of bivariate orthogonal polynomials, as Koornwinder stated in [9] , "It seems natural to look for some two-variable analogue of the one-variable criterium for classical orthogonal polynomials that the polynomials must be eigenfunctions of a second order differential operator". In his work, he considered orthogonal polynomial systems that are the joint eigenfunctions of two commuting partial differential operators D 1 , D 2 , where D 1 has order two and D 2 may have any arbitrary order, and where D 1 and D 2 are algebraically independent. This kind of approach was extensively analyzed in the next years.
This basic idea was the origin of a set of contributions by Kwon and coworkers (see references [7, 8] ), where the connections between polynomials orthogonal with respect to a moment functional in the vector space R [x, y] of polynomials in two variables with real coefficients, the Pearson condition, and the spectral analysis of a second order partial differential operator were analyzed. According to these ideas it seems to be natural to study the second order partial differential equations that the above vector polynomials satisfy when the moment functional satisfies a multivariate Pearson equation.
Our contribution is related with a matrix approach to the differential properties of the bivariate orthogonal polynomials. We follow an algebraic approach similar to that one developed in the nineties for the one variable case, among others, by Maroni ([15] ), Marcellán and coworkers ( [14] ). In particular the gradient and divergence operators was introduced by duality in the linear space R [x, y] . The main tool in [4] is the matrix Pearson equation satisfied by the moment functional associated with the two variable orthogonal polynomials, which, in fact, was the starting point of the two variable analogue of three well known characterizations of classical orthogonal polynomials in one variable. These characterizations are those of Hahn-Sonine (orthogonality of the derivatives), Al Salam-Chihara (structure relation) and Bochner (second order differential equation) (see [1] ). Some of these results appear in an alternative way in [7, 8] using the scalar representation.
In this paper, we introduce the classical orthogonal polynomials in two variables as the solutions of a matrix second order partial differential equation involving matrix polynomial coefficients, the usual gradient operator, and the divergence operator. From here, we show that the successive gradients of these polynomials also satisfy a matrix second-order partial differential equation closely related to the first one.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to introduce the basic definitions and tools for the rest of the paper. In Section 3, we define classical orthogonal polynomials in two variables as well as we recover some characterizations for this polynomials. The main results of the paper are given in Section 4, and finally, in Section 5, we present some examples of bivariate classical orthogonal polynomials.
Basic tools
In this paper, we will denote by P the linear space of polynomials in two variables with real coefficients, and by P its topological dual (see [15] ). Analogously P n will denote the set of real polynomials of total degree not greater than n.
Let us denote by M h×k (R) the linear space of (h × k) real matrices, and by M h×k (P) the linear space of (h × k) matrices with polynomial elements. If h = k, we will denote M h×h ≡ M h , moreover, I h will represent the identity matrix of order h.
We will use the Kronecker product of matrices (see [6, pp. 239-297] ) defined by means of
where M ∈ M h×k (P) and N ∈ M l×m (P) are given matrices. Observe that
Now, we recover some basic definitions and tools about bivariate orthogonal polynomials that we will need in the rest of the paper. For a complete description of this and another related subjects see, for instance, [2, 10, 11, 13, 16] .
Let { h,k } h,k 0 be a double indexed sequence of real numbers, and let us denote by u, the only moment functional in P satisfying
and the number h,k is called the moment of order (h, k).
As usual, , represent the duality bracket.
Let u be a moment functional, and let M = (m i,j (x, y))
h,k i,j =1 ∈ M h×k (P) be a polynomial matrix. The action of u over M (see [2] ) is given by
and the left product of M times u as
Let {P n,0 , P n−1,1 , . . . P 0,n } be (n+1) polynomials of total degree n. Then we can use the matrix notation introduced in [10] and [17] , and denote by P n the vector polynomial
Observe that P 0 is a constant, and P 1 is a column vector of dimension 2, whose elements are bivariate polynomials of degree 1. When {P m } n m=0 is a basis of P n for each n 0, then {P n } n 0 is called a polynomial system (PS).
Definition 1.
We will say that a PS {P n } n 0 is a weak orthogonal polynomial system (WOPS) with respect to u if
where H n ∈ M n+1 (R) is a regular matrix, that is, a square matrix satisfying det H n = 0.
If H n is a diagonal matrix, we will say that the WOPS {P n } n 0 is an orthogonal polynomial system (OPS). In the particular case where H n is the identity matrix, we call {P n } n 0 an orthonormal polynomial system.
In addition, a WOPS is called a monomial WOPS if every polynomial contains only one term of higher degree, that is,
where c h,k = 0 is a real constant and R(x, y) ∈ P n−1 . If c h,k = 1, we will say that {P n } n 0 is a monic WOPS. We will say that a moment functional u is regular if there exists a WOPS with respect to u. In this paper, we denote ∇ and div as the usual gradient and divergence operators. The natural extension of this operators for matrices is defined as follows. Let M, N 1 , N 2 ∈ M h×k (P) be polynomial matrices. We define
In addition, we define
Using the duality, we define the distributional gradient operator and the distributional divergence operator acting over moment functionals in the following way:
Classical orthogonal polynomials in two variables
In this section, we recover the definition of the classical character for bivariate regular moment functionals, as well as some characterizations. The definitions and results of this section can be found in [5] .
Definition 2 (Fernández et al. [5]).
A regular moment functional u is said to be classical if it satisfies the matrix Pearson-type equation
where
are polynomial matrices, and det u, = 0.
A WOPS with respect to u is called a classical WOPS. From now on, we will denote by {P n } n 0 the classical monic WOPS with respect to u.
Using the Kronecker product, expression (2) can be written as follows:
This expression means that, for all M ∈ M h×k (P), we have
From the regular character of u, we deduce that e and d are independent polynomials of exact degree 1. Therefore, there exists a regular matrix A ∈ M 2 (R) such that = A P 1 .
Observe that expression (2) is equivalent to
Define an operator L acting over P by means of
Evidently, L[P n ] ⊂ P n , that is, L preserves the degree of the polynomials.
In the following theorem we recover the characterizations for bivariate classical orthogonal polynomials obtained in the previous papers ( [3] [4] [5] ).
Theorem 3 (Fernández et al. [5]). Let u be a bivariate regular moment functional and let {P n } n 0 be the monic WOPS with respect to u. The following statements are equivalent: (i) u is a bivariate classical moment functional, that is, there exist polynomial matrices
and det u, = 0. (ii) Structure relation. There exists a polynomial matrix ∈ M 2 (P 2 ), such that {P n } n 0 satisfies 
Partial differential equation for successive gradients
Next, we will show a new characterization for bivariate classical orthogonal polynomials. Using some very easy tools, and an inductive reasoning, we can prove the following: (P) , N ∈ M k×l (P) be two polynomial matrices, as given in (3), and m 0. Then, we have
Proof. (i) Follows from a direct calculation.
(ii) Using the definition, we get, 
And for m > 0 the result follows from an inductive reasoning.
(iv) For m 0, we can write˜
(v) Using (5) and (ii), we have
and then, (6) follows.
Theorem 5 (Partial differential equation for successive gradients). Let u be a regular moment functional, and let
{P n } n 0 be the monic WOPS associated with u. Then u is classical if and only if for n 1, and m 0, we get
, and, for m 1,
then the above Theorem means that
Proof. In order to prove the necessary condition, we express the polynomial matrix of degree at most n, L 0 [P n ], as a linear combination of the WOPS in the following way:
where 0 n,i can by obtained by orthogonality as usual
On the other hand, using (6) , and Characterization (iii) of Theorem 3, we have
and (7) follows. The result holds for m = 0 defining 0 n = 0 n,n . For m > 0, we get the result by means of an inductive reasoning. We assume that (7) holds for m > 0. Then, applying the operator ∇ and using Lemma 4, we obtain,
and then, substituting in (7) for m + 1 and grouping, the result follows. The reciprocal can be obtained using again (6) , because
, and the result follows from the orthogonality of the polynomials {P n } n 0 .
Examples Example 1. Tensor product of classical orthogonal polynomials in one variable
The tensor product of two families of classical orthogonal polynomials in one variable {Q h } h 0 and {R k } k 0 , Hermite, Laguerre, Jacobi or Bessel, is defined by means of
In this case, the matrices and are given by In this case, the matrices and are given by
Example 3. Orthogonal polynomials on the simplex (see [2, 16] ).
The weight function associated with the classical orthogonal polynomials on the simplex, T = {(x, y) : x, y 0, 1 − x − y 0}, is defined by 
has an OPS as solutions. In this case, the matrices and are given by = 3y 1 1 0 , = −x −y , and 0 n = −nI n . However, the OPS solution of (8) cannot be a positive definite OPS as Kim, Kwon, and Lee showed in [7] .
